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Latino Leadership: Building a
Humanistic and Diverse Society

Liderazgo Latino: Edificando una
Sociedad Humanistica y Diversa

Juana Bordas
Mestiza Leadership International
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faculty for the Center for Creative Leadership. She was the first President/CEO of the National
Hispana Leadership Institute and executive director of Mi Casa Women’s Center. Juana served as an
advisor to the Kellogg Leadership Fellows and Harvard’s Journal of Hispanic Policy. Currently she is
on the advisory committee for the National Association for Community Leadership and on the board
of the Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership. Juana was initiated into the Colorado Women’s Hall
of Fame and honored as a Wise Woman by the National Center for Women’s Policy Studies. She has
authored a number of articles on leadership and diversity.

Executive Summary
This article describes a collective, people centered view of leadership that grows out
of Latino history and core values, and is responsive to the challenges Latino leaders
face today.

Three dynamics are noted that position Latinos for Leadership. Personalismo is the
individual preparation needed to earn the trust and respect of followers. Tejando
Lazos (weaving connections) describes leaders as story tellers, keepers of cultural
memory, weavers, and dream makers; third, skills such as understanding the social
change process, communicating strategically, and acting as "community scholars" 
allows Latino leaders to forge consensus and encourage collective action.

The author contends that Latino leaders, because of their inherent diversity and
humanistic values, are strategically poised to help create a culturally accessible and
compassionate society that values people and community before material wealth and
individual advancement.
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La Cultura Es Central - Culture Is Central

La Raza C6smica - The Cosmic Race
. Confianza -Trust
. Respeto -- Respect
~ Being Simpdtico -- Being Congenial

Three Dynamics of Latino Leadership

Personahsmo - Preparing Oneself 
’

1. Conciencia - Self-Awareness
- Destino - Destiny

2. Consistencia - Following Through
. Compromiso de por Vida ~- A Life-long Commitment
. Arduo Trabajo y Determinacion -- Hard Work and Determination

3. Compasion y Servicio - Compassion and Service
. Servicio: A sus Ordenes - Service: Tending to your Needs
. Sentimientos y Pasion - Feelings and Passion

. Generosidad -- Generosity

Tejiendo Lazos -- Weaving Connections
1. Continuidad - Continuity
. Tradiclo’ny Rafces - Historical Perspective
. Entendiendo los Tiempos - Understanding the Times
~ El Futuro: Vision -The Future: Vision

2. Edificando la Comunidad - Building the Community
. La Familia - The Family
. La Raza - The People

3. Celebraclon -- Celebration
. La FiestalGozar la Vida - Enjoying Life
. F8 y Espiritualidad- Faith and Spirituality 

’

Desarollando Abilidades-Developing Skills
1. ComunicaC£ón - Communication
· ,S’aber Es Ponder - Knowledge Is Power

2. Consenso z Fostering Unity and Consensus
- Cruzando Puentes y Fomentando 41ianzas -

Crossing Over and Fostering Partnerships

3. Cambio Social - Social Change .

. No hablo Inglés Solamente -- &dquo;I Don’t Speak English Only&dquo;

. La Casa - The Cause

. De Colores - Of Many Colors
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Like a ripe avocado ready for tasty guacamole, Latinos are coming of age. Emerging
from a fusion of different races, cultural experiences and historical clashes, they are
beginning to define their dynamic flavor and spread their cultural influence. For the
Latino community to reach its potential, however, authentic and visionary leaders
must come forth to unify Latinos and forge a collective identity.

A viable leadership model based on Latino values and responsive to current

challenges can act as a rallying point to bring Latinos together. Furthermore, by
being futuristic and visionary in its scope, it can urge Latinos to action while

underscoring the distinctive contributions they can make to the American landscape.
Latinos, because of their inherent diversity and humanistic values, are

strategically poised to help create a culturally accessible and compassionate society...
...A society that celebrates the unique gifts of every culture and glorifies the
rich, colorful tapestry of the human experience.
...A society that values people and community before material wealth or
individual achievement.

This vision of society drives a collective, people-centered view of Latino Leadership
that is highly distinctive from a more individualistic one. The following concepts lay
a foundation for a leadership model that emanates from Latino culture. The concepts
influence and shape each other producing a dynamic and interrelated leadership
approach.

La Cultura Es Central - Culture Is Central 
’

With such incredibly disparate histories, what holds Latinos together? Much like
the Jewish community, Latinos are an ethnic group bound together by the Spanish
language, colonization, the Catholic Church, and common values that stem from
both Spanish and indigenous roots. The integration of Spanish and indigenous
cultures is seen everyday in rice and beans -a food staple in all Latino subgroups.
The Spaniards introduced rice. Beans are indigenous or native to America.

Likewise, corn for corn tortillas comes Native American cultures and flour for white
tortillas comes from Europe.

La Raza C6smica - The &dquo;Cosmic&dquo; Race

Perhaps because Spain was already a melting pot having survived 800 years of
Moorish conquest, the Latino culture has a permeability and capacity to integrate
differences into a dynamic cultural core. This is most evident when noting that
Latinos come in all colors - Anglo, African, Chinese, American Indian, and Sefardic
Jews. Latinos have been called the &dquo;rainbow people.&dquo; Miguel Unamuno, the great
Latin American writer, referred to this fusion of God’s people as the &dquo;Cosmic Race.&dquo;

While diversity is one of the Latino community’s greatest gifts, it is also one of the
greatest challenges. Latino leaders must forge a common identity, vision, and
purpose from a conglomerate of people who are joined together like picadillo or pleo
de gallo - both Latino favorites that include bite size pieces of numerous ingredients
to make a spicy and tasty dish. There is within this diversity, however, a nucleus of
common values that is shaping a collective identity. Three values dealing with how
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people should relate to others are explored below. This harmonizes with a core
Hispanic belief - people come FIRST! Additional values are woven into the article
and provide a framework from which Latino leadership flows.

Common Values Are the Fabric That Integrates and Holds the Latino Culture
. 

Together.

Corlfiarlza - Trust

Because Latinos are people-and relationships-centered, being able to &dquo;count&dquo; on
someone to be trustworthy and loyal is highly valued. This type of person is said to
be de confianza (literally, you can confide in them). Furthermore, because it is a

cooperative culture where people depend on each other, to be trustworthy is crucial.

The saying mi palabra es la ley’ (&dquo;my word is the law&dquo;) emphasizes the importance of
doing what you say you would do. Keeping commitments and following through
establishes a leader’s track record. The National Community for Latino Leadership
(NCLL) found in a survey of over 3,000 Latinos that keeping one’s word and
delivering on one’s promises were the most valued qualities of Latino leaders.

Building confianza and loyalty takes time. Fortunately, many Latino leaders are not
as mobile as their Anglo counterparts; they choose to stay in a geographic area or
line of work that keeps them connected over time. Unlike the corporate sector where
upper-level managers are moved frequently, Latino leaders have a longer-term
perspective and commitment. To establish credibility, they must &dquo;stay the course&dquo;
and remain connected to their community.

Respeto - Respect

Latinos respect someone who is older, has knowledge, or is in a position of
authority. Traditional they also show a greater deference and respect toward certain
powerful groups of people, such as doctors, priests, teachers, and leaders. At the
personal level, the way a person lives, how they act, how &dquo;good&dquo; they are, and their
generosity are key factors in garnering respeto. Latinos show respect through their
body language, tone of voice, deference, and manners. They tend to offer profuse
thanks, praise, and apologies. They may communicate indirectly, which could seem
evasive but is intended to be courteous and respectful.

The National Community for Latino Leadership’s (NCLL) study also found that
Latinos wanted leaders to be respectful and humilde (humble), which in Spanish
connotes being unselfish and empathetic toward others. Showing respeto, deference,
and being humilde is an integral part of establishing credibility. Julio Iglesias, an
international superstar from Spain, went backstage after a sold-out concert at Red
Rocks, Colorado. There was a huge crowd of beautiful women gathered to pay
respect to their singing idol. Julio headed for the crowd and began to hug and kiss
the grandmothers first, he was showing respeto to the elders.

Being Simpático - Being Congenial

Getting along with people and having smooth, pleasant social relationships h

extremely important to Latinos. Being polite, respectful, and courteous, making
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small talk, and taking a personal interest in people are ways to be slmpdtico. In

surveys, for example, Latinos respond that they tend to carry out socially desirable
actions and attitudes and avoid reporting less desirable ones. Being &dquo;bien educado&dquo;

(well-educated) in the Latino culture does not mean holding degrees from
universities. It means knowing how act toward others and taking their feelings into
consideration. Being polite and gracious are just as important as having many
achievements.

Latino leaders understand that &dquo;yes&dquo; doesn’t always mean &dquo;yes!&dquo; People will be
simpático and courteous so they do not &dquo;hurt your feelings.&dquo; This dynamic signals a
bit of caution when working with Latinos. Keeping positive and congenial
relationships is the best way to ensure that Latinos will participate and be
committed. Taking time for friendly communication, asking about family members,
and nurturing good relationships is how a leader demonstrates that he/she is

simpatico.
’ 

Three Dynamics of Latino Leadership

Three dynamics that emanate from Latino cultural values fashion a unique
leadership framework. The first, Personalismo, is the individual preparation Latinos
must engage in to become the type of person that other people want to emulate or
follow. Personalismo means the leader embodies the traits that earn the respect of
his/her community, thus earning the confianza or trust of followers.

The second aspect, Tejiendo Lazos (Weaving Connections), emphasizes that Latino
leaders bring diverse sectors together and strengthen the fabric of community. They
are community-builders enhancing the capacity of Latinos to empower themselves.
They are keepers of cultural memory -linking the past, present and future so that
their community has a sense of continuity and wholeness. This includes an

understanding of their roots and nurturing a feeling of family and unity.

Third is Desarollando Abilidades (Developing Skills). There are a number of skills
Latino leaders utilize to be effective in their roles as community builders. Because
the majority of Latinos have not achieved economic or social equity, leaders are
adept at the social change process garnering support for change both within their
community and from society at large. Leaders also function as the voice for Latino
issues, communicating in both a strategic and convincing manner. Thus they forge
consensus and unite the diverse groups within their community into collective
action. This is even more crucial today given the 60 percent Hispanic growth in the
1990s. They are translators, ensuring that the interests and concerns of their
community are represented in mainstream culture and that partnerships are built
with other groups and constituents. Finally, they serve as &dquo;community scholars,&dquo;
reaching out and bringing information and knowledge to the people they serve.
These three areas are explored at length below.

Personalismo - Preparing Oneself

Latino leaders relate on a people and personal level first, focusing on the individual,
the family, where people are from, and personal preferences. This includes valuing a
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person’s &dquo;inner self’ and character. Historically, the Latino culture was based on the
oral tradition. Therefore, conversation, storytelling, and sharing personal
experience are highly regarded as a way of getting to know who a person really is.

Moreover, the NCLL survey also found that the most important traits Latinos
desired in their leaders were honesty, trustworthiness, being ethical, and

demonstrating integrity. The emphasis on the leader’s character is in alignment
with Personalismo, where valuing a person for who they are and how they act
supercedes any formal role or position. Personalismo calls for an inner-self

preparation for leadership that emphasizes character formation and personal
development. By nurturing Latinos the three attributes of Conciencia, Compasion
y Servicio, and Consistencia, Latinos engage in the necessary personal work that
prepares them for leadership.

Latino Leaders relate on a people and personal level first, focusing on the
individual, the family, where people are from, and personal preferences.

1. Conciencia -- Self-Awareness

Confianza, personalismo, respeto, being simpdtico and bien educado - all of these
attributes point to a critical question for Latino leaders-&dquo;What kind of person are
you?&dquo; Unlike cultures that identify leaders by position, wealth, or education, Latinos
look to personal example, reputation, core values, and how one leads his life. Respect
is gained by how a person treats others, not necessarily based on accomplishments.
&dquo;What kind of person are you?&dquo; includes questions such as &dquo;Why do you do what
you do?&dquo; Many cultures believe that a person’s intention - the why -- is the nucleus
from which integrity and power flow. For Latinos, this question underlies a leader’s
credibility and authenticity. Because most traditional Latino leaders have sprung
from public service and the grass roots, there is also a strong correlation between
service to the people and leadership. In fact, the NCLL survey found that Latinos
wanted their leaders to be community centered and serving.

Also, since Latinos do not separate one’s professional and personal life, &dquo;walking
your talk&dquo; and living espoused values is an integral part of the leader as a person.
Cesar Chavez, one of the most respected Latino leaders of the last century, for
example, was passionate about making life better for farm workers. Latinos saw him
living a simple life, taking personal risks in demonstrations, and fasting for many
days to promote change. Because he publicly lived his personal values, people
believed in him, and tried to emulate him. Conciencia suggests that Latino leaders
understand that good character is the foundation and that knowledge,
competency, and skills are the tools by which they empower others and achieve
results.

Destino - Destiny

Conciencia also implies that Latino leaders have done some soul-searching and have
an awareness of who they are and why they are called to leadership. In the Latino
culture this is accomplished by exploring one’s destino (one’s destiny). Destino

suggests that outside forces govern one’s life and a greater power guides one’s
efforts. How a person taps into this force and follows the direction it is pointing
determines how in sync he/she is with his/her destino. For a Latino leader, destino
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relates to one’s personal purpose, which determines the exact nature of what a leader
does with his or her life. This is the existential core, the &dquo;overarching purpose&dquo; that
Robert Greenleaf notes in his book, The Servant as Leader. Knowing one’s purpose is
developing conciencia and it charts the course of a leader’s life’s work.

Destino is in sharp contrast to the Euro-American belief in individual effort and self-
determination. Latinos believe that try as one may it is impossible to control chance,
serendipity, or unplanned events. Life is a dance - a balance between individual
efforts and the lesson and experiences that life brings. These concepts imply a
different approach to leadership preparation. Reflecting on one’s past, significant
events, talents and dones (inherent gifts or positive attributes), the circumstances of
one’s birth and early experiences and so on can steer the way to a deeper
understanding of one’s &dquo;call to leadership.&dquo; This includes reflecting on ones
intention or internal motivation. Moreover, Latino leaders gain their community’s
trust and prove their worth by focusing on how they will benefit and serve their
people.

When Steven Covey in his book Seven Habits of Highly Effective People urges leaders
to examine their values and principles and then develop a personal mission
statement to guide their lives, he is asking them to explore their destino. This type of
reflection provides firm footing when the waters are turbulent and there are tough
decisions to make. In difficult situations, leaders who have conciencia act in ways that
are consistent with their beliefs and values.

The essence of conciencia is to know oneself well enough that one’s actions
are in alignment with one’s values, overarching purpose, and destino.

~. C~MM~~?CM &horbar; Following Through

The emphasis on honesty and keeping one’s word implies that leaders follow

through and do what they say they are going to do. Keeping one’s promises is the
foundation that establishes credibility. Consistencia is the public dimension of the
character issue. It means developing a reputation as a leader who is consistent,
reliable, and will &dquo;stay the course.&dquo;

Compromiso de por Vlda -- A Life-long Commitment

&dquo;Staying the course&dquo; can be difficult for all leaders. For Latino leaders who represent
people with many needs and a long way to go, the road ahead can be a rocky, up-hill
climb indeed! People’s faith that the leader will remain with them instills confidence
that they can succeed. Consistencia provides hope or esperanza. It has a similar
connotation as the African American admonition &dquo;to keep the faith&dquo; or to &dquo;keep on
keeping on!&dquo; _

Consistencia also reflects the type of relationships Latinos leaders build in their
community. As described more in-depth below, both from their Spanish ancestry
and that of indigenous people, the heart of the Latino culture is the extended family.
This includes comadres, compadres, padrinos, tias y tios, close amigos and so on which
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function almost as a tribe. Trusted Latino leaders are regarded as part of &dquo;the

family.&dquo; Just as family relationships are continuous, so leadership is an on-going,
life-long commitment.

At its heart, consistencia is a commitment to keep the values one was raised with and
to always &dquo;remember&dquo; where one came from. This includes a connection to place and
to one’s roots. The constant stream of Puerto Ricans returning to their beloved
island or the pride of Chicanos whose families have lived in New Mexico for seven
generations are a reflection of consistencia. It is a great dishonor to be considered
someone who has &dquo;sold out&dquo; by not acknowledging his/her roots.

Trusted Latino leaders are regarded as part of &dquo;the family.&dquo;

Arduo Trabaio -y Determinaeion -- Hard Work and Determination

Likewise, determination means that a leader is willing to put in the hard work it will
take for community progress. Latinos place a high value on work and have the
highest participation of any subgroup in the labor force. Any type of work is
considered dignified, including manual labor. Leaders, therefore, are expected to
work hard and not be afraid to roll up their sleeves to stuff envelopes, clean up, cook
and serve food. Any type of elitism or projecting that one is above a certain type of
labor may greatly affect a leader’s credibility.

Bernie Valdez began as a migrant worker and continued into his eighties fighting
for Hispanic progress. He founded a number of Hispanic organizations and served as
president of the Denver School Board during the turbulent times of desegregation.
He worked hand and hand with others, never asking them to do what he did not do.
His consistencia is reflected in his sixty years of activism. The absolute assurance that
he would be there for the long haul-from street demonstrations to the boardrooms
of high-level organizations is what inspired his followers.

~. Com~asiorl y Servicio - Compassion and Service

When Latinos meet someone they say, &dquo;a sus ordenes’ or &dquo;mande,&dquo; which loosely
translated means at your service. Being simpdtico implies being willing and ready to
help people out. Traditional the custom was to immediately give a person anything
they admired. The emphasis was not on accumulation, but on sharing what a person
had. This &dquo;giving&dquo; was~ not just material, but also being generous with your time,
listening and being compassionate, and trying to understand.

Expressing and living the core values of service, generosity, and compassion open
the doors for Latino leaders to be seen as authentic. Furthermore, due to the high
value placed on sharing and benefiting others, a leader motivated by self-promotion
or personal gain will be not be respected.

Servicio: A Sus Ordenes - Service: Tending to your Needs

Unlike cultures that emphasize individualism, Latinos emphasize &dquo;we,&dquo; belonging
and group benefit. &dquo;Mutualism and reciprocity&dquo;’ typify the preferred interaction.
This tradition is reflected in their values of cooperation, mutual assistance,
generosity, and the natural tendency toward inclusiveness. Personal gain is to be
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shared and to benefit the family and others. This tendency towards group benefit is
rooted in the indigenous background from which many Latinos spring and is
evident when noting the following: in the Nahuatl language of the Mexican Indians
there is no concept for the word &dquo;I.&dquo; Their sense of relatedness and helping others
was the basis of their worldview. So too, the Golden Rule of the Mayan Indians-&dquo;I
am another yourself,&dquo;-reflected their belief that human beings are one people and
what one does to another affects oneself

Since historically Latinos were colonized and identified as minorities, they have had
to deal with discrimination and racism. Generally, people who have little hope hold
on for tomorrow and dream of a better life for their children. It is not surprising,
then, that there is a deep commitment to work for the improvement of children and
future generations. Educational progress is seen as the door to advancement and is
consistently identified as the most critical issue for Latinos.

One of the roles Latino leaders play, therefore, is being trustees of their

community’s future and the guardians of children. Certainly, a leader would be
guided by selfless service as the caretaker of the dreams of tomorrow. Through
compasion y servicio, Latino leaders practice the essence of &dquo;Servant Leadership.&dquo;
Coming from a collective framework, Latino leaders focus on &dquo;Community
Servanthood,&dquo; emphasizing the leader’s role in social responsibility and change. This
will be explored in greater depth below.

Generosidad - Generosity

In traditional families, it is embarrassing to &dquo;have more&dquo; or to advance ahead of the

group. Cooperation, sharing resources, and helping one another is expected. The
saying &dquo;Mi casa es su casa&dquo; (&dquo;My house is your house&dquo;) reflects this value. When
visiting Latinos they always serve food and reserve special treats for guests.
Community leaders know the hard and fast rule of Latino organizing-always serve
food and allow time for socializing and sharing! The Chilean saying &dquo;,Siempre puedes
poner otra taza de agua en la sopa&dquo; (&dquo;You can always put another cup of water in the
soup&dquo;), means that no matter how little a person has they can always find the
resources to give to another. Effective Latino leaders have a reputation for being
generous and kind. This generosity includes taking time to help people with
personal needs, contributing to Latino causes, and attending events such as

baptisms, weddings, birthdays, and special celebrations. Showing a genuine caring
and concern for people’s needs also demonstrate generosity.

Latino community leaders know the hard and fast rule of Latino organizing--
always serve food and allow time for socializing and sharing!

Sentimientos y Pasion -- Feelings and Passion

Latinos are a contact culture and feel comfortable being physically close to others.
They stand near one another when they converse, use a louder tone of voice, talk
with their hands, and are more likely to touch each other. This preference is related
to their close, mutually dependent relationships and their frequent expression of
warm feelings. The NCLL study found that Latinos wanted their leaders to be
compassionate, loving, and kind - all expressive virtues that demonstrate caring
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and affection. The emotional connection and affection between people and their
leaders is particularly important to Latinos. In a world where many feel isolated
and alienated, expressions of warmth and feeling are a special contribution Latino
leaders can make. They can demonstrate how expressing compassion - truly caring
for ones constituents and seeing them as familia - can hold people together and
make the long journey more enjoyable.

Because Latinos are encouraged to express their feelings, and have fewer restrictions
about showing emotions, cultures that are more intellectually oriented and self-
contained many feel uncomfortable working with them or feel that Latinos are
volatile or overreacting. Ideas and opinions may appear &dquo;emotionally charged.&dquo;
This expressive mood may lead to misunderstandings.

In addition, many Latino leaders have traveled the path of social activism or at least
promoted change, making their sense of urgency very different from more
traditional leaders. Latino leaders may want action now - not on a more

comfortable timeline! This may add to the perception that they are emotional, pushy,
and perhaps do not have &dquo;good manners&dquo; or know protocol.

Finally, there is passion - a quality much valued by Latinos. Leadership experts,
such as Kouzner and Posner, in The Leadership Challenge have identified leaders as
people who &dquo;encourage the heart.&dquo; Leaders provide the fuel that inspires and
motivates people. Latino leaders bring this passion to their work - a fire that is
ignited by their compassion, their connection to their people, their commitment to
justice, and their goal of improving life for future generations.

To deliver results and build effective organizations, Latino leaders must master
strategic planning; problem solving; analytical thinking; and learn to prioritize, and
synthesize information. Coming from an emotionally centered culture, Latino
leaders integrate this &dquo;left-brain thinking&dquo; with the passion, feeling, and people-
centered side of leadership. Because the culture puts people first and values

generosity and sharing, this results in a vision of a world where peoples’ feelings are
valued and where generosity supercedes materialism or individual gain.

The emotional connection and affection between people and their leaders is
particularly important to Latinos.

Tejiendo Lazos - Weaving Connections

Latinos leaders are storytellers, integrating history, identifying the compelling
needs of today, and shaping a vision of what could be. They are weavers connecting
the diverse Latino subgroups and finding the common ground. And they are dream
makers shaping a vision of what could be and pointing the way for the collective
advancement of the Latino community. In a culture that regenerates through fiestas
and celebrations, leadership must also be a pleasant process that includes partaking
of food, good times, laughter, and even a little dancing. Latinos are like good cooks
spicing the salsa into leadership. These roles and functions of Latino leaders are

expressed by three cultural concepts: Continuidad, Comunidad y Celebracion. Through
these concepts, Latinos leaders weave connections that traverse the many shades ol
Latino diversity and find the shared points of cultural cohesion.
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Latinos are like good cooks spicing the salsa into leadership.

1. Continuidad -- Continuity

Tradición ]ERa-ices-Historical Perspective

With an immigration rate of over 40 percent and twenty-two different countries of
origin, cultural roots are still a recent and cherished memory for many Latino

people. The respect for tradition and age, which values how things were done before,
nurtures a historical perspective that honors the past. The present is seen as a
continuation of what has come before.

Unlike dominant culture leadership that emphasizes acting in the present,
understanding one’s past is a key ingredient of Latino leadership. The present can
only be addressed by first relating to the past from which it originated. The
distinctive backgrounds of Latino people make this connection to history a rich and
necessary antecedent to current action. Consider the following diverse historical
precedence of America’s dominant Latinos groups:

Do- Since one-third of the United States was once Mexico, Latinos in the Southwest
can trace their ancestry to the Spanish land grants in the 1500. Yet 40% of Latinos
in the United States today are recent immigrants. The diverse history of these two
groups creates tension, and at the same time an opportunity to re-energize the
culture core. -

~ For generations, Mexican-Americans were a rural land based group with
connections to Native American traditions. Because of colonization, many have lost
the Spanish language, developing a spicy Tex-Mex dialogue that blends the
&dquo;ranchero&dquo;--the original &dquo;cowboy&dquo; of the Americas - into a rich subculture.

~ Puerto Ricans are an island people swaying to the strong rhythms of the
African beat. While many have migrated to &dquo;the main land,&dquo; they frequently return
to their beloved island reinforcing a strong cultural identity and keeping Spanish
fluency.
No- The influx of Cubans seeking political asylum in the 1960s shaped Miami into an
international, bilingual city and the heartbeat of a vibrant Cuban community. Many
Cuban immigrants were highly educated. They continue to have the highest
educational and economic levels and tend to vote more conservatively than other
Latino subgroups.

Latino leaders, therefore, traverse the varied landscape of Latino histories and

backgrounds, nurturing an open space for integrating and learning from the past as
well as celebrating different traditions.

Entendiendo los Lkm pos - Understanding the Times

Knowing one’s history personally and collectively offers a sense of stability and
place, a long-term perspective, and lessons to glean. As important as this is, leaders
must also be in sync with the times in which they lead, feeling the pulse of their
communities and understanding the critical challenges that loom ahead.
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Latino leaders today face complex and grueling social, political, and economic issues.
While growing demographics herald a new influence, statistics indicate that

population growth concentrates in lower-income families and teen pregnancy
continues at an intolerable rate. There is also a cultural lag between the tradition of
having large families and the current need to educate children for a technological
and global future. The statistics below illustrate challenges that Latino leaders must
address for Latinos to advance collectively.

1 Latino poverty rate is 25.6 percent.
to. 30.3 percent of Latino children live below poverty level.
No. Approximately 25.1 percent of Latinos drop out of high school.
~ Female heads of households loom at 27.2 percent of all families.

E] Futuro: Visi6n - The Future: Vision

Grounded in the past and wrestling with the present, Latino leaders are also

rallying around a viable and compelling vision of &dquo;what could be&dquo; - a vision

grounded in the collective Latino experience and underscoring the unique
contributions Latinos will make in the future. One key factor for the future is that
Latinos, on the average, are nine years younger than other American groups. The
younger Latino presence will continue to drive the increasing Latino influence well
into the next century. These statistics corroborate the importance of youth
leadership development, including youth perspectives at all levels of Latino

organizations.

LEADERS: CARETAKERS OF THE FUTURE

By 2050, 1 out of every 5 Americans is predicted to be a Latino. If indeed

&dquo;Demography is Destiny,&dquo; the growing popularity of Latino salsa has just begun
spicing up the American palate. However, the rapid growth and the under-
education of the Latino community present additional challenges. If Latino strength
is based on numbers, this power can only be fulfilled if a large percentage gel
involved and participate in the political and economic process.
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There is evidence that some gains are being made. The Latino community, for
example, led the nation in new voter registration in the last presidential election and
was the only group to increase voter participation. This accomplishment was made
largely through the grass-roots efforts of the Southwest Voter Registration Project
and an initiative entitled &dquo;Latina Tlote!&dquo; Leaders are focusing on the grass-roots
including community efforts that mobilize large numbers of people. Thus, they are
cultivating the power of their growing numbers. At the same time, organizations
that set strategic direction at the national level are becoming more influential.
Latino leaders stretch across these chasms, connecting national policy and action
with the needs of local communities.

Latino leaders are rallying around a viable and compelling vision of &dquo;what
could be&dquo;-

a vision grounded in the collective Latino experience and underscoring the
unique contributions Latinos will make in the future.

~. Edlficando la Comunidad - Building the Community

Unlike cultures that emphasize individualism, personalismo does not mean that the
individual takes precedence over the family, the group, or the community. Latinos
are expected to respect and value the individual in the collective context of the
family or community. This establishes confianza (trust) and makes strong personal
connections. Centering on personal relationships means spending more time
building rapport before discussing issues; getting to know people as individuals;
recognizing a person’s reputation or &dquo;good name;&dquo; and being sensitive to their pride.
It also means lifting the veil of professionalism and allowing people to get to know
the leader as a real-life person.

Personalismo means that to build a community, a leader focuses on
relationships first.

La Familia - The Family

The concept of lafamilia is highly cherished and used broadly to refer to groups that
have an affinity, have established mutual trust, and help one another. It has a
historical significance and is close to the Latino heart. In the Spanish tradition,
having a large extended family that lived in the same community for generations
meant that a relative or close friend was contacted when a need arose. So too, in the
Indian tradition, the tribe took care of its members. The Aztec culture was

organized in small groups of families who governed themselves and worked

together as a unit.

Perhaps because of these cultural antecedents, Latinos are not as comfortable

dealing with institutions or large organizations. Support and assistance are sought
from the family first or from trusted friends where confianza has been established.
This confianza can extend to organizations, churches, or other groups that have
proven their reliability and earned the trust of the people. It is the task of Latino
leaders to establish this type of credibility in the organizations they lead. Latino
leaders are challenged to fashion organizations that remain &dquo;user friendly&dquo; keeping
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relationships and personal connections central. Using &dquo;la f’amilia&dquo; as the

cornerstone, Latino organizations provide the bridge between people, the

community, and the larger, more impersonal institutions of society.

Mi Casa Women’s Center was started in Denver in 1976 as a &dquo;home&dquo; where Latinas
could feel comfortable and relate on a personal level. The service delivery system
was called &dquo;la~ f’amilia.&dquo; The logo was the feminist symbol in the home, symbolizing
that women’s progress included the advancement of the whole family. Today, Mi
Casa is one of the most successful Hispanic women’s organizations in the country
and has four separate locations, all keeping the spirit of the original concept. Mi
Casa has continued to build a &dquo;family of supporters&dquo; and to utilize this Latino value
to keep people connected and involved.

La Raza - The People

!Que viva la Raza,!&dquo; (&dquo;Long live the Race!&dquo;) was a frequently utilized slogan during
the sixties when Cesar Chavez and Dolores Huerta were organizing the United
Farm Workers. It is paradoxical that Latinos are so diverse and struggling to find
unity, yet they possess a collective identity known as &dquo;La Raza.&dquo; There is also the

concept of &dquo;El Pueblo&dquo; or &dquo;the people,&dquo; which is related to the unique history Latinos
share and the current environment where many Latinos live. Latinos may refer to
their home turf as the barrio (neighborhood).

Half of the Latinos in the United States live in California and Texas. One in every
five Latinos lives in the Los Angeles metro area. They are the most urbanized
minority in America with 45 percent living in Los Angeles, New York, Miami, San
Francisco, San Jose, and Chicago. To build a political base and influence, Latino
leaders concentrate their work in populated areas dealing with critical issues that
proliferate in urban settings. It is here that the seeds of La Raza are being
cultivated. Latino leadership has a decisive community flavor emphasizing service,
mutual assistance and giving back to benefit the whole. The NCLL survey found
that Latinos wanted their leaders to be community centered and community serving.

This concept of &dquo;Community Servanthood&dquo; speaks of a collective perspective and a
collaborative vision of leadership for America. It moves from the individualist

concept of hierarchical and exclusive leadership (leadership by the few) to one that
emphasizes capacity building, sharing power, and benefiting others (leadership by
the many). Latino leadership, therefore, is most akin to the field of &dquo;Community
Action Leadership&dquo; that seeks to build community by collective action. Community
leadership principles such as using issues to grow local capacity; purposeful
learning; honoring diversity; sharing responsibility; and fostering collaboration are
all utilized by Latino Leaders in order to harness the growing Latino numbers into a
viable and united economic and political force.

To build a political base and influence, Latino leaders concentrate their work
in populated areas dealing with critical issues that proliferate in urban

settings.
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9. Celebración -- Celebration

La Fiesta/Gozar la Vida - Enjoying Life

Life can be difficult. Life for people who are minorities and are not validated for who
they are can be even more difficult! So too, life for immigrants separated from their
families or migrant workers sweating in the searing sun can be desolate. Corky
Gonzales, the 1960’s civil rights leader, once wrote that Chicanos were &dquo;lost in a
land of Anglo confusion.&dquo; The feelings of not belonging and being left out can be
difficult indeed!

Perhaps because the indigenous people of continental America had many community
celebrations and festivals that honored the changes in nature or perhaps due to the
Spanish tradition of &dquo;dia defiesta&dquo;’ - a one week party where everyone eats, drinks,
dances together, and dresses up (in red and white); Latinos have a deep-rooted
philosophy that one must enjoy life. This means sharing good times with family and
friends! Regardless of the obstacles, there is a belief that while life may be difficult it
is also joyful. This belief is so prevalent that when people think of the Latino
culture, they often picture bright flowers, loud music, spicy food, and people talking
and having fun. Latinos celebrate life. They love fiestas, commemorate many
occasions, and enjoy entertaining groups of family and friends. In fact, Latinos spend
a greater percentage of their income on movies, entertainment, food, and eating out
than other groups do.

A clear illustration of the importance of enjoying families and friends was when the
National Park Service in Puerto Rico built lovely trails up into the rain forest where
people could hike in the solitude and quiet of nature, as many people do in mainland
America. When Puerto Ricans used the park, however, they would gather with
families and friends down by the river to eat, talk, and play loud music. A festive
gathering made nature very enjoyable. The Park Service put in picnic tables and
small structures where families could congregate.

Unlike Euro-Americans who tend to focus on efficiency, production and &dquo;getting
things done,&dquo; Latinos also focus on &dquo;gozar la vida,&dquo; - literally enjoying the life
process. This does not mean they do not get things done, but rather that they strive
to have a balance between doing, being, and taking time for the people who are
involved in the task at hand. The team and people-centered leadership which is
heralded as the most effective processes for the twenty-first century validates the
relational aspects of leadership and encourages leaders to nurture environments that
support and develop people. Latino leaders contribute another dimension, which
includes that people should enjoy the process.

The Latino cultural matrix integrates confianza; showing respect for one another;
being simpdtico; la, f’amilia;; expressing feelings; and putting people and relationships
FIRST. These values converge into a philosophy known as gozar la vida that life is
to be enjoyed. This concept is. Latino leaders bring balance and fulfillment to their
organizations and communities, remembering to include time for celebration and
having fun, for people, and for socializing. In a stress-filled world, where people feel
stretched and overwhelmed, gozar la vida increases people’s satisfaction by focusing
attention on the journey and not just on the destination.
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Latino leaders strive to have a balance between doing, being, and taking time
for the people who are involved in the task at hand.

Fé V Espiritualidad - Faith and Spirituality

When Latinos marched in support of farm workers’ rights in the sixties and

seventies, they went in procession with a statue of Our Lady of Guadalupe leading
the way. So too, many great Latino activist, like Archbishop Romero from El
Salvador, were connected to the Catholic Church and integrated leadership,
community service, and spirituality.

Spirituality for traditional Latinos is a mixture of indigenous beliefs and the
influence of the Catholic Church - 80 percent identify as Catholics. Our Lady of
Guadalupe symbolizes this integration. She appeared as an indigenous woman with
many Aztec symbols surrounding her, yet she asked for a Catholic Church to be
built where she stood. So powerful was this integration that six years after her
appearance, nine million Mexican Indians had converted to Catholicism. Our Lady
of Guadalupe continues to be a powerful spiritual force today, bringing compassion,
caring, and hope for many Latinos. She symbolizes the deep spiritual roots of Latino
people. So too, many Central and South American countries have a patron saint
whose feast day is a national holiday, and individual Latinos have &dquo;a patron saint&dquo;
whose feast day is celebrated.

Faith or Fe is a deeply seated thread that permeates the everyday life of many
Latinos. This faith is often visible through home altars, holy medals, santos (statues,)
and sacred items in visible places - even in cars! In much of Central and South

America altars are placed in public places like train stations, buses and taxis,
restaurants, and stores. In the main bus terminal in Mexico City, there is a shrine to
Guadalupe as you enter the building.

Much like the African American Baptist tradition from which leaders such as Martin
Luther King Jr. emerged, many Latino leaders have strong spiritual roots and
profess a belief in God’s guidance. Because faith is the essence of the culture, Latino
leaders can tap into this stream to bring people together, inspire hope, and reinforce
the belief &dquo;que la vida es buena&dquo; (that life is good.) Faith is the force that has held
Latinos together through the past 500 years of oppression, which started, with the
conquest of this hemisphere.

&dquo;I don’t think I could base my will to struggle on cold economics or on some
political doctrine. I don’t think there would be enough to sustain me. For the

basis must be faith.&dquo;
Cesar Chavez, Latino leader and activist

Desarollando Ahilidade~-Developing Skills

Preparing oneself and bringing people together by reinforcing a strong sense of
culture and community are the preludes to the real work of Latino leaders -
concerted and collective action. In this capacity, they are the voice of the people
explaining the issues and inspiring them to work together. They bring people
together to forge a common agenda. They are advocates and promoters of positive
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change. These three leadership roles: communicator, consensus-builder, and social
change agent ensure that the Hispanic community advances. Thus, the cultural gifts
that Latinos offer will add their color and grace to the American experience.

1. Comurucacia~ - Communication

Perhaps because of the indigenous component roots of the Latino culture in which
information was passed on through stories rather than in writing, Latinos have long
cherished the oral tradition. Lively and animated conversation and gestures are
highly regarded, not only to pass on information but as a way of entertaining people
and building relationships. Being able to charlar (talk and chat,) taking the time to
banter back and forth about ideas, plans and possibilities and to keep people engaged
in conversation is considered simpatico.

Since Latinos value emotions and self-expression, charisma has been a highly valued
leadership trait. Leaders who communicate with passion and conviction are

especially revered. John F. Kennedy, for example, was loved throughout Central and
South America because of his charisma and ability to connect with people. Conciencia
and the integrity of the leader should temper this special talent that moves crowds
into action and inspires people. Being clear on one’s intention, putting service first,
and having a vision that includes the well-being of people are all check-points that
ensure that a leader’s charisma will be beneficial and steer people in the right
direction.

In a people-oriented culture, communication it is absolutely critical on both a

personal and a collective level. On a personal level, Latinos communicate to build
individual relationships. When a Latino enters or leaves a room, for example, the
polite thing to do is talk and &dquo;connect&dquo; with each person there. On a collective level,
since the Latino community is still in the process of formation, leaders must be able
to communicate with the growing numbers; bring them together around mutual
goals; and encourage them to work together for mutual advancement.

Saber Es Poder - Knowledge Is Power

Latinos understand that knowledge does not always come from books or formal
education, but from experience and life’s lessons! It is connected to personalismo -
the person. The concept of knowledge is more akin to wisdom or an integration of
information with practical life skills. Latinos expect leaders to use common sense.
Traditionally, learning has been done through an apprenticeship or studying with
someone who had experience or specific abilities. Today, many Latinos remain in
working-class jobs that are &dquo;hands on.&dquo; Their learning style has been described as
kinetic and learning by doing.

With respect to leadership preparation, an advanced degree does not necessarily
establish credibility. In fact, formal education can be a communication obstacle. In a
room full of Latino leaders, therefore, a person would be hard pressed to identify
who had advanced degrees. Having pretenses or acting like they are smarter than
others would undermine the collective and community minded values that are held
in high esteem.
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Latino leaders are translators, digesting and synthesizing conceptual and complex
information and communicating it in an understandable and useable form. An

example would be teaching people how to utilize strategic planning to achieve
community goals. Daniel Fitzgerald, who works in Chicago’s Humbolt Park
neighborhood and also teaches at Loyola University, refers to people who have this
ability as &dquo;barrio scholars.&dquo; They are &dquo;bilingual&dquo; translating and interpreting
information and complex strategies into language people can understand.

Effective Latino leaders never lose their ability to talk the people’s language.

2. Consenso -- Fostering Unity and Consensus

Just as Latino subgroups have different histories and backgrounds, so too they tend
to concentrate in distinct geographic areas. The majority of Mexican-Americans live
in the Southwest; Puerto Ricans live in the East; and Cubans live in Florida.

Grappling with how to bring unity within this segmentation is one a key challenges
national leaders face today. At the same time, the phenomenal 60 percent growth in
the 1990s - so that one out of eight people in the United States is now a Latino -
presents another crucial challenge. Any organization facing this type of extensive
growth has to round up their resources to ensure that rapid change does not wash
their organizational culture away. Yet the changing demographics are a historic
opportunity. Latino leaders must answer the call to action because &dquo;es la hora&dquo; (the
time is now!) Bringing Hispanic subgroups together and creating a collective Latino
identity is the foundation that will allow Hispanic leaders to bridle the power of
their growing numbers.

Savvy Latino leaders cast their nets wide. They include all Hispanic subgroups and
set up structures that ensure representation from the rainbow of voices in their
community. This includes shaping organizations that integrate and build Latino
unity. For example, The Mexican American Women’s Association (MANA), the
largest Hispanic women’s organization in the country, changed its name in the
1990s to HerMANA (sister). The leaders wanted to reach out to all Hispanic
women. Likewise, the National Hispana Leadership Institute selected their fellows
to represent the subgroups within the Hispanic community. Organizations such as
the National Community for Latino Leadership, the Hispanic Association for

Corporate Responsibility, and the National Council of La Raza are also making great
strides at bringing Latino subgroups together around a national agenda for Hispanic
progress. There is a concerted effort within Latino organizations to have diverse
representation on the boards, in staff composition, in programs offered, and even
geographically.

This emphasis on access and inclusiveness is in sync with Latino values that

emphasize sharing and generosity. Having good manners, being simpdtico, and
valuing people also open the door for inclusiveness and cultivating relationships. By
building consensus around Latino values such as these, Latino leaders can foster
unity from the inside the culture and then out into the community.

There is also growing evidence that Latinos are forging a stronger collective

identity. In 1999, a poll by Newsweek Magazine found that 8~3 percent of

respondents said that being Latino was very important to their identity. The poll
also found that unlike groups who have assimilated in the past, Latinos are
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reversing this trend. Those who were under thirty-five were more likely to identify
as Latino than people who were over this age. Latino leaders have promoted the
acceptance of the term &dquo;Latino&dquo; and/or &dquo;Hispanic&dquo; to represent the diverse

subgroups in order to bolster greater integration and collective identity.

Bringing Hispanic subgroups together and creating a collective identity is the
foundation that will allow Latino leaders to bridle the power of their growing

numbers.

Cruzando Puentes &dquo;y Fomentando Alianzas - Crossing Over and Fostering
Partnerships

Like the ancient Incas that built suspension bridges across mountain caverns by
braiding individual pieces of straw into massive ropes, Latino leaders are weaving a
mainstream agenda that will appeal to the myriad of groups that make up the
American people. This ability to &dquo;crossover&dquo; and build partnerships around common
issues with non-Latinos is key in gaining the external support Latinos need to
advance as a community.

Contemporary Latino leaders cannot use the tactics of the Civil Rights movement,
they must learn the language of partnership and utilize the tool of consensus

building. These types of strategies were evident during the last years of Cesar
Chavez work when he focused on the use of insecticides in the fields that were

poisoning all of America’s people, not just the plight of the migrant workers. Thus,
he broadened his support and became a national leader for the many, many people.

Latino leaders are learning the language of partnership
and utilizing the tool of consensus building.

A Cambio ,Social - Social Change

Developing a conceptual base has been a challenge for Latinos leaders. First, there
are numerous and complex critical issues to address. Second, as discussed above,
Latinos are still in the formative stage, forging their identity and developing a
collective consciousness. And third, the capacity of both individuals and the

community as a whole must be built. Because of this complexity, Latino leaders are
constantly engaged in the hard work of community organizing and development.
Furthermore, developing such conceptual base includes identifying needs and

engaging in the on going shepherding of community progress that shows concrete
action and results.

Since Latino leaders represent people who do not have power and are struggling
economically, they must also be advocates for change and embrace a leadership
model that is not &dquo;status quo.&dquo; They walk a tight rope nurturing partnerships with
one hand while being activists who fight for social change and justice with the other
hand. Indeed, no contemporary Hispanic leader has been more successful at this
tactic than Raul Yzaguirre, a long-time activist who has built the largest Hispanic
organization in America, the National Council of La Raza (NCL.) While receiving
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extensive foundation support and being accepted from the White House to corporate
America, NCLR continues to be the premiere advocacy organization for Latinos. It
focus on public policy change and social justice remains relentless.

At NCLR’s 2000 conference in San Diego, California, high-level corporate and
political leaders mixed with thousands of grass-root Hispanic leaders. Outside, a

vigil was held where the names of hundreds of Mexicans who had died that year
trying to cross the border to find work in the United States were read. Some died ol
thirst in the desert; others died suffocated squeezed into car trunks; others were
robbed and beaten. Raul Yzaguirre sparked national attention and media on the
inhumane and execrable violent results of immigration policy while at the same time
extending NCLR’s support from key influentials.

No Hablo Infflés Solamente - I Don’t Speak English Only

The English Only movement is one example of a public policy and political issue
that Latino leaders are dealing with today. It is an extremely critical one, however,
since language is key to the survival and transmission of culture. Although Spanish
was the first European language spoken in this hemisphere and is still the primary
language of a majority of people today, there is a strong movement to make English
the official language of the United States. This backlash against bilingualism runs in
the face of globalization where speaking English and other languages will be a key
asset. Underlying the English Only Movement there is a dark cloak of prejudice
against differences which seems to be spearheaded towards the Latino community.
Above all, Latino leaders are ambassadors of cultural diversity, and through their
own histories -- told in their own language, they embody the positive traits that
cultural interchanges can produce.

La Causa -- The &dquo;Cause&dquo;

Leaders maneuver through the mire of issues facing their constituents and give
voice to them in a way that makes sense to people. Only then can a plan of action be
formulated. This is a great challenge for Latino leaders who represent people
grappling to lift themselves up out of lower economic and class status.

Since nearly one-half of the 35.3 million Latinos are under the age of twenty-five,
most Latinos identify education as the path to economic self-sufficiency. Yet, young
Latinos are dropping out of school at an alarming rate; a whole generation is being
lost. Latinos see long-term educational reform being &dquo;talked about&dquo; by experts who
are not personally affected by the problem and who do not see it as an urgent crisis
or emergency. Herein lies the dilemma for Latino leaders: as activists speak for
many disenfranchised people, Latinos want change and action now - the sooner the
better! However, without a focused agenda and a unified voice, they do not possess
the clout or power to change the national agenda. Latino leaders, therefore, continue
the day-to-day hard work of community building, recognizing that they are weavers
stringing the weft upon which Latino influence will unfold.

Several factors refresh and renew the commitment and work for long-term change.
Many Latino leaders are part of a community of leaders with a sense of being part of
something greater than themselves. Maria Antonietta Berrizobal, when she served
on San Antonio’s Council, used to say that she was in the middle of a whole stream
of change that began with her ancestors and included the many, many leaders of her at SAGE Publications on October 26, 2009 http://jlo.sagepub.comDownloaded from 
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time. This stream flowed into the future and would be there when she was gone. &dquo;I
do my part,&dquo; she would say, and others do theirs. &dquo;Eventually we will make the
current so strong that it will sweep away the old and make things ready for the
new.&dquo;

The belief-that they are part of a historical movement - nurtures Latino leaders and
sustains their life-long commitment. This movement is sometimes referred to as La
Causa. La Causa connects Latino leaders. It answers the question &dquo;Leadership for
What?&dquo; For Latinos, leadership is fighting for La Causa - for creating a more
equitable, inclusive, and people-oriented future. Personally, by embracing
consistencia, authentic Latino leaders understand that they are here for the long haul.
It will take many generations to create a better and equitable world. Like the
African American community, Latinos have the custom of call and response. For
Latinos, the call is &dquo;Que Viva&dquo; (Long live!) and the reverberated response is the
cherished quality. A traditional call for Latino leaders and activists is &dquo;Que viva la
causa!&dquo; As Cesar Chavez once said:

&dquo;In the movement for social justice, our love for one another
is sustained by the love of &dquo;La Causa.&dquo;’

De Colore,~-Of Many Colors

&dquo;De Colores,&dquo; a song by Chilean poet Gabriela Mistral, captures the Latino
worldview and is even claimed by some to be the Hispanic anthem. &dquo;De Colores,&dquo;
which literally means &dquo;of many colors,&dquo; is a song about the incredible beauty of life’s
diversity: the multicolored birds, the radiant garden flowers, and the luminescent
rainbow. The chorus of &dquo;De Colores&dquo; says that because life, by its nature is so

multihued, great love also comes in a multitude of colors. The love of diversity
reflected in this song is deeply layered within the Hispanic psyche because Latinos
are De Colores. The wonderful diversity of the human race is reflected across the
dinner table right in their own families.

In looking at the moment in history in which we live, a time when the Latino
community is coming of age, a time when diversity is humanity’s greatest challenge,
it could be said that the destino of Latino leaders is to shape the diverse society of the
future - a society where the gifts of every culture are celebrated and the colorful
tapestry of the human experience is honored. Furthermore, based on the values of
their culture, Latino leaders are also called to fashion a more humanistic society. A
society where people and community are valued before material wealth or individual
achievement, a society where leaders are respected because of the generosity of their
spirit and their dedication to ensure prosperity for future generations. Building
partnerships to advance this new society is the on-going work of Latino leaders
today!
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